The Good Place
OUR SETS ARE GREAT!
SEASON 4

If the Audience isn’t Bored or Annoyed throughout the Performance, the Stage Manager will resort to playing Musical Selections from CATS

ATTENTION: DO NOT TRAVEL THROUGH THE DOORS WHILE VAPING
Has your torture gotten stale?
Time to add a little sting.

Bees
APOIDEA ANTHOPHILA

Making torture more delightful!

TORTURE DEPOT

Keep the Drama on the Stage!

If you get into a fight with a fellow cast member please interrupt the show and fight in front of our audience.

DEMON CON

100 STRAIGHT DAYS of SEMINARS, LECTURES, and OTHER CRAP YOU'LL HATE

Plus
· Trust Stabs
· Pain-Ball
· Team-Building
· Exorcisms
· Zap-Line
· & Ultimate Frisbee

KEYNOTE BLOWHARD
HIGH COUNCIL MEMBER
SHAWN